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DES IG N FOR C HEFS   

porcelain manufacturers
S INC E 1975



hello! 

we are very 
excited to 
welcome 
you to our 
world of 
creativity 
and 
passion for 
details that 
make the 
difference



Founded in 1975 in Girona (Barcelona – Spain), 
is a trend-setting porcelain manufacturer 

known for its high level of innovative designs to an ever 
changing global marketplace. 

-60km from 
France

-100km from 
Barcelona

-40min from  
Girona’s Airport

9,000sqm of factory and 3,000sqm of showroom – both open for professional visits  



198519801975

20101990

Souvenir market Wedding giftware Home decoration

Kitchen tools Innovative square- shaped plate

1995

Today, we bring emotions to the 
table producing unique designs that 
help Chefs express their concept



For PORDAMSA, design is about creating experiences for end users, but it is also 

about giving Chefs, waiters and waitresses functional and inspiring tools



40 years of in-House manufacturing has given us a wide knowledge of all the rules that have to be

respected to obtain the finest porcelain.



Choosing the best kaolin, quartz and feldspat, the
main primary materials from which porcelain is made.
It will give the pure white colour, a key attribute of
Pordamsa´s products.

We mix the minerals with warm water and purify from
iron oxides - natural opaque mineral pigments from
the earth - in order to get the best quality porcelain.
After that, we fill the moulds with the paste



After waiting some minutes depending on the
thickness desired in every case, we open the mould,
take out the piece, and let it dry naturally for the next
3 days.

We polish all the items by hand to ensure that the finish
of the contour of each product is perfect. This is the
first quality control of the process.



1st Cook: We fire the porcelain up to 900ºC (1650ºF).
The pieces will shrink about 3% and will have a rough
surface perfect for the enamel to get stuck in the next
step.

We make another quality control to check if there are any
small cracks caused by the cooking process. Afterthat,
we decide which finish we want for every item (glazed or
matt) and we coat the porcelain with one of those
enamels.



2nd Cook: the porcelain is
heated at 1.400ºC (2.600ºF)
during 24h. The porcelain
shrinks about 10-12%.

This temperature is required
to achive true pure white
porcelain and distinguishes
it from other earthenware
cooked at less degrees.

We guarantee that our
porcelain doesn’t turn grey
or yellowish through time.



The porcelain cools down and we verify that each piece
reaches the highest quality standards.
We reject about 8% of the production. The items that
undergo this final test, can resist high temperatures of
professional kitchen ovens.

Finally, we polish the back of all the pieces to obtain the
smoothest touch. Afterthat, the porcelain is ready to be
sent to our customers.



Final result / Possible finishes

ALL GLAZED

Brilliant & Lustrous

ALL MATT

Smooth & Warm touch

MIXED (GLAZED INTERIOR, MATT EXTERIOR)

Two diferent touches & Light contrast



PORDAMSA´S porcelain technical information:

Oven Safe

Microwave Safe

Freezer & Fridge Safe

100% stackable

No scratch & yellowish surface

Non porous, bacteria resistant

Light weight (< 900gr/piece) & easy handle

Dishwasher Safe



Our collections are presented in two diferent catalogs:

Casual Dinning, Banqueting and Tapas Sublime Collections
Contemporary shapes with clean lines Nature inspired designs with delicate and unique textures



Gastronomic Restaurants Brasserie & Bistrot Cocktail & Tapas

Catering & Receptions Banqueting Hotel Buffet

Product application



We have an uncomparable range of services to help you 

get the most from working with us:

•Permanent stock of all our products

•Fast and secure delivery deadlines to any country in the world

•Table dressing advice for professionals if needed

•Custom product design

•Custom decoration of articles (restaurants, events,...)

•Constant catalogue renewal with over 60 new products per year

•Maximum availability for the best customer service



Receiving Chefs and hospitality professionals in our

premises is a priority for us.

We share with them our latest designs, appreciate their feedback 
and use it to evaluate changes and make improvements.



Some of the latest visits

JOAN ROCA (El Celler de Can Roca - Girona) 3* ORIOL CASTRO & EDUARD XATRUCH (El Bulli)

DANIEL REDONDO (Maní – Brasil)BENOÎT SINTHON (Il Gallo d’Oro - Portugal) 1* ANDONI ADURITZ (Mugaritz – Spain) 3*

FRANK RENIMEL (En Marge – France) 1*



Restaurant staff & Hospitality students

Joviat Hospitality School (Manresa – Barcelona)                  Staff from El Celler de can Roca Restaurant 3* (Girona)



PORDAMSA complements its porcelain catalogue with other noble 
materials produced by the most skilled artisans based on our own designs

HANDMADE GLASS - Colour on porcelain disappears at 1,400ºC (2.600ºF). As a consecuence of this condition, we have developed a 
handmade coloured glass collection, an explosion of colour to the table that complements perfectly with our pure white porcelain.





FINE CUTLERY: A wide range of forks, knives and spoons distinguished
by its original design and the stainless steel quality of 18/10.

COPPER CUTLERY COLLECTION



Some of our Restaurant Customers:

Gastón Acurio



Some of our Hotel & Resorts Customers:



Thank you! 
We look forward to hearing

from you very soon

Team


